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the machine is in operation. The shaft E is
To all whon it may concern:
secured in the end of bar B that it may
Beit known that I, AMOs H. BOYD, of Saco, so
turn,
but not move in it longitudinally. .
Maine, have invented certain new and useful In using
this machine the wheel I) is set in
Improvements in Sewing-Machines; and I do motion
and the needle descends, and as it
hereby, declare that the following is a full, ascends the
groove c is so constructed
clear, and exact description of the same, ref. that the bareccentric
B will move, bringing the looper
erence being had to the accompanying draw forward, so that
projection di will catch the
ings, and to the letters of reference marked thread between itthe
and the pointe of the looper
thereon.
By the time the thread is fairly caught
The nature of my invention consists in the bar.
on the projection, the eccentric groove of oper
arrangement of the several parts, which will ates
upon bar C, moving it backward, and
lbe hereinafter particularly described.
by means of the ear i and pin 0, the
In the annnexed drawings, Figure 1 is a side thus,
looper-shaft
is made to revolve partially, thus
elevation. Fig. 2 is a plan view. Fig. 3 is a holding the loop
open until the needle descends.
side elevation. Fig. 4 is a view of the looper When
the needle descends, the bar C moves
bar.
i In the Several figures, A represents the bed forward, revolving the looper-shaft back again,
or table on which the cloth is laid to be sewed. and almost instantly the bar B moves the
back, so as to disengage it entirely
Fis a shaft secured in suitable bearings, and looper-bar
from
the
thread.
As the needle ascends again
to which is attached at one end the wheel I).
looper-bar is again made to move forward,
This wheel is provided with two eccentric the
receive the loop, revolve, and hold it until the
grooves, e and ty, one on each side.
needle descends; then it turns and moves back,
C represents a bar, which is secured to the and
thus each stitch is made.
pieces H. H., in which the looper-shaft has its The
advantage of this machine is its pre
bearings, by means of screws in n, which pass cision and
simplicity, no springs being used,
through slots in said bar. This bar () is pro and
the
parts
secured in firm bearings
vided with a slotted car, i, and with a pin, 8. it is impossiblebeing
for
it
to drop stitches or to get
The pins works in the groove g of wheel I), out of order.
which serves to give motion to the bar. The Iam aware that the looper? • has been revolvedl
ear i has in it an angular slot, in which plays partially around and then back, and also that
a pin, o, on the looper-bar.
movement has been given to
B is a bar, which is provided with a pin, a, ait reciprocating
without
the
employment
springs; hence
which works in the eccentric (in wheel D, I do not claim to be the firstofwho
has effected
giving motion to said bar. Both ends of this
bar are made square. One end is solid and

passes through and has its bearing in the piece
H". The other end is hollow, or rather has a
round hole through it, into which passes one
end of the looper-shaft. This end of said bar
has its bearing in piece H.
E is the looper-shaft, which is made round
and has its bearings in the pieces H. H. . On
thislooper-shaft is a pin, 0, which plays in the
ear i of bar C. The shaft E tapers to a point
at its looping endle. Near its point is a small
projection in the form shown in the drawings.
The point of the shaft and the projection form
a fork into which the thread is received when

this; but,

Having thus fully described my invention,*

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is
The combination of the looper E, the bars
B and C, and cam-wheel D, when constructed,
arranged, and operated in the manner substan
tially as described, and for the purpose speci
fied. .
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AMOs H. BOYD.
Witnesses:
ALBERT A. Gou LD,
LEVI IORING, Jr.

